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Technical  Challenges

▪ Quantity  of  training  data

▪ Time efficiency

▪ Available information

Fake News - Introduction

Social  Aspect

▪ Anonymity, increased  frequency

▪ Easy to  create, easy  to  spread

▪ Difficult  to define, difficult  to 

identify
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▪ CLFD:  A  novel  statistical  model  for  effective  vectorization

- Advantages  over  traditional  vectorization  methods

- Boosts  the  performance  of  machine  learning  methods

- Can  be  incorporated  into  deep  learning  methods  (hybrid)

- Explainability.  Provides  better  insights  after  classification

Contributions



Our approach: CLFD

▪ Treats  a  term  t, not  as  part  of a  single  document,  but as  
part  of  a  set  of  documents  Dᵢ  which  belong to  a  class  label  
i

▪ Calculates  the  relative  frequency  of  term  t  in the  set Dᵢ  of  
class  i, compared  to  the  frequency of  t  in  the set  Dî = {D − 
Dᵢ} of  classes  {C-i}

▪ Intuitively,  it  signifies  how likely  it  is  that  t  belongs  to  a  
specific  class
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CLFD  (1)  - Class  Label  Frequency  Ratio  (CLFR)

▪ Relative  frequency  of  term  t  in  the  set  Dᵢ  of  class  i,  
compared  to  the  frequency  of  t  in  the  set  Dî = {D − Dᵢ}  of  

classes  {C-i}

▪ Intuitively,  the  relevance  of  a  term  in  a  particular  class, 
relatively  to  its  relevance  for  the  rest  of  the  classses
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CLFD  (2)  - Class  Label  Frequency  Distance  (CLFD)

▪ Maximum  distance  between  all  clfr weights  by  subtracting  
the  smallest  clfr value  from  the  largest  one

▪ The  resulting  clfd weight  for  t  signifies  how  likely  it  is  that  
t  belongs  to  a  specific  class
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CLFD (3) - Multiplication  with  a  TF-based  
vectorizer

▪ The  Hadamard  product  between  the  computed  clfd vector  
and  a  term  frequency-based  vectorizer  (b-tf,  tf,  tf-idf)

▪ Required  to  remove  from  a  document’s  clfd  vector  the  
values  that  correspond  to  terms  not  appearing  in  that  
document
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CLFD: Example

▪ Fake news  detection  is  a  binary  text 
classification  task

▪ Two  class labels: credible  news  (c) 
and  fake  news  (f)

▪ The equations  for  the  calculation  of  
the  clfr and  the clfd vectors  can  be  
simplified
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CLFD: CLFT  vectors

Three cltf vectors  for  each  class  i = {c,f}

▪ Terms: The  vocabulary of  class  i

▪ Occ: The  number  of  occurrences  of  
a  term  t in  class  i

▪ Total: The  total  number  of  
occurrences  of all  terms  in  class  i
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CLFD: CLFR  vectors

For the  two  classes  i = {c, f},  two  clfr
weights  can  be  calculated  for each  term.
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CLFD: CLFD  corpus  vector

For  each  term  we  calculate  the  clfd
weight  as  the absolute  value  of  the  
subtraction between  the  two  
aforementioned  clfr weights,  as  follows:
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CLFD: CLFD  doc.  vectors

Finally,  we  generate  the  document  vectors  
by  multiplying  the  corpus-wide  clfd weight  
vector with  one  of  the  following:

▪ Binary Term  Frequency  (B-TF)

▪ Term Frequency  (TF)

▪ Term Frequency  - Inverse  Document  
Frequency  (TF-IDF) 12



Advantages  over  other  vectorization  methods

▪ Contains  a  natural  filter  to  stopword noise  due  to  the  clfr
component  (vs tf)

▪ Provides  better  weighting  for  terms  that  are  common  in  the  
corpus  but  vastly  overpopulate  a  specific  class  (vs tf-idf)

▪ Example:  In  a  sentiment  analysis  task,  the  term  “like”  
would  have  a  low  tf-idf weight  (due  to  the  idf component),  
but  a  high  clfd weight
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EVALUATION



Machine learning methods

Linear  models,  y =  w · x,  where  w  is a  weight  vector  
estimated  by  the ML  method  and x  is  a  feature vector  such  
as  the  one  generated  by  clfd
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Probabilistic methods
▪ Multinomial Naive  Bayes
▪ Logistic  Regression

Ensemble methods 
▪ Random  Forest 
▪ Gradient Boosting 
▪ Adaptive Boosting



Machine learning methods

Non-linear  models (deep  learning  architecture).  They  begin  
with  an  Embedding  and  a  Dropout  layer  to reduce  
overfitting
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Bi-LSTM 
▪ Bidirectional 

LSTM 
▪ Dense  (ReLU) 
▪ Dense  (Sigmoid) 

LSTM 
▪ LSTM
▪ Dense  (ReLU)
▪ Dense  (Sigmoid) 

CNN+LSTM
▪ (Conv1D and
▪ MaxPooling1D) x3 
▪ LSTM 
▪ Dense  (ReLU) 
▪ Dense  (Sigmoid)

Mult.LSTM 
▪ LSTM 
▪ RepeatVector 
▪ LSTM
▪ Dense  (ReLU) 
▪ Dense  (Sigmoid)



Evaluation

▪ Dataset 1:  Balanced, small  sized          
(6335) and  highly homogeneous

▪ Dataset 2: Balanced,  medium sized  
(20718) and  less  homogeneous 

▪ Dataset 3: Imbalanced,  large sized  
(38010) and  even  less  homogeneous
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Label Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3

Fake 3164 10369 24396

Credible 3171 10349 13614

Total 6335 20718 38010

References:
Dataset  1:  McIntire,  2017  |  Dataset  2:  Kaggle,  2017  |  Dataset  3:  (McIntire,  2017) + (Kaggle,  2017) + (Risdal,  
2016)



B-clfd LR  outperforms  other  methods  for  Dataset  1

Dataset 1 - Results  of  Linear  Methods
(F-1 Score)

Logistic 
Regression

Random 
Forest

Naive Bayes Gradient 
Boosting

tf 92.73 88.64 89.02 91.37

tf-idf 92.13 89.37 82.15 91.74

b-clfd 94.61 88.59 90.63 91.18

tf-clfd 94.16 88.8 90.27 91.37

tfidf-clfd 92.69 89.5 90.38 91.74
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B-clfd  LR  outperforms other  methods  for  Dataset  2
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Dataset 2 - Results  of  Linear  Methods
(F-1 Score)

Logistic 
Regression

Random Forest Naive Bayes Gradient 
Boosting

tf 95.51 92.29 88.82 94.46

tf-idf 95.08 92.78 81.78 94.41

b-clfd 97.41 91.9 90.58 94.23

tf-clfd 96.79 92.45 86.75 94.46

tfidf-clfd 95.66 92.81 90.8 94.41



B-clfd LR  outperforms  other  methods for  Dataset  3
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Dataset 3 - Results  of  Linear  Methods
(F-1 Score)

Logistic 
Regression

Random 
Forest

Naive Bayes Gradient 
Boosting

tf 96.59 95.18 94.34 92.36

tf-idf 95.07 95.06 95.82 92.42

b-clfd 97.17 95.2 94.44 92.17

tf-clfd 96.89 95.21 94.2 92.35

tfidf-clfd 94.87 95.1 95.65 92.42



Dataset  1  - Results of  non-linear  methods

Accuracy Precision Recall F-1 score

Bali 2019 87.3 89 87 89

lstm 90.9 92.4 88.96 90.65

Bi-lstm 92.09 92.25 91.76 92

cnn+lstm 92.22 90.33 94.41 92.33

Mult.lstm 92.62 90.51 95.08 92.74

LR+b-clfd 94.53 94.6 94.64 94.61
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B-clfd LR  outperforms deep  learning  methods for  Dataset  1



Dataset 2 - Results of  non-linear  methods

Accuracy Precision Recall F-1 score

Bali 2019 91.05 93 94 94

lstm 94.54 96.43 91.74 94.02

Bi-lstm 95 95.45 93.8 94.62

cnn+lstm 96.55 97.11 95.48 96.29

Mult.lstm 94.68 95.86 92.64 94.22

LR+b-clfd 97.52 97.17 97.65 97.41

22B-clfd  LR  outperforms  deep  learning  methods  for Dataset  2



Dataset  3 - Results of  non-linear  methods

Accuracy Precision Recall F-1 score

lstm 96.24 96.61 97.78 97.12

Bi-lstm 95.64 96.69 96.54 96.63

cnn+lstm 96.78 97.26 97.78 97.52

Mult.lstm 95.96 97.2 96.54 96.87

LR+b-clfd 96.21 95.22 99.29 97.17
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B-clfd LR  is  comparable  to deep  learning  methods  for  Dataset 3. 

Can  we do  better?



Hybrid method

▪ Combines the  representation  results  of two  classifiers, Logistic  
Regression  with  b-clfd vectorization  ( ɭ ) and  cnn+lstm  ( c )

▪ The hi value,  for each  class  i, contains  the  probability of  each  
news  article to  belong  to  class  i. It  is  calculated  as  follows:

▫ hc and  hf for  two  
classes

▫ We  calculate  a  threshold  alpha  (α)  either  empirically  or  by 
utilizing  the  validation  data. Since  hc + hf = 1,  we classify  a  
document  as credible  if  hc > 0.5  or  as fake  if  hf > 0.5 24



F-1 score  for  Dataset  1
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Dataset 1:

● B-clfd  LR outperforms  
deep  learning  methods

● Hybrid method  is slightly  
worse  than  B-clfd  LR

● They  both significantly  
outperform  the best  deep 
learning  method

Logistic Regression 
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F-1 score  for  Dataset  2
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Dataset  2:

● B-clfd LR  outperforms  
deep  learning  methods

● Hybrid method  is 
comparable  to B-clfd  LR

● They both  significantly 
outperform  the  best  deep  
learning  method

Logistic Regression 
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(cnn+lstm)
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F-1 score  for  Dataset  3
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Dataset  3:

● B-clfd  LR is  comparable  
with  the best  deep  
learning  method

● Hybrid method  
significantly  outperforms  
all  other  methods

Logistic Regression 
(b-clfd)
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Conclusions

▪ Linear  ML  models  that  use  our  novel clfd vectorization  
approach  provide  comparable or  higher  results  than  those  
that  use  tf or  tf-idf

▪ A  clfd-boosted  Logistic  Regression  is  a  clear  winner  for  
small  and medium-sized  datasets, while  as  part  of  our  
hybrid  method,  it  is  a  winner  even  in  large  datasets 

▪ Important  due  to  the  lack  of  large  quantities  of  training  
data  in  the  real  world,  which  can  be  a  hindrance  for  the  
performance  of  deep  learning 28



Future  Work

▪ Evaluation  of  our  approach  in  other  application  domains  
of  interest  (e.g.  Sentiment  analysis)

▪ Inclusion  of  additional  machine  learning  methods  to  the  
pool  of  the  hybrid  method

▪ Incorporation  of  clfd in  word  embeddings  such  as  GloVe,  
ELMo,  BERT
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